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Key differences between terms – they are not the same!
 Change = Things become different over time - to some extent.
 Transformation = A marked, radical or highly significant degree of change.

Key Factors to remember when answering a ‘Change / Transformation’ question
 Have a deep knowledge of the key / stated factors in the question (e.g: Five-Year
Plans).
 Have respect for the entire chronological range / timescale of the question
(e.g: 1928-1953) and avoid leaving time periods out.
 Transformation = Do you agree that the extent of change warrants the use of the
term ‘transformation’? It may be that aspects changed, but that this does not
constitute a ‘transformation’. The word ‘transform’ implies a significant degree of
change. Do not give a basic ‘yes / no’ final judgement. It may be that some aspects of
the economy experienced a ‘transformation’, but others did not - to the same
degree. Measure each aspect of the economy individually before you offer an overall
‘how far / to what extent’ judgement.
 Consider the extent to which various different sectors / factors of the economy had
been transformed between 1928-1953 (e.g: Production Processes, Output, Industrial
Centres, Workforce, Emphasis & Priorities of the economy, Industrial Centres,
Projects, Management of the economy, Ideology, Degree of Government control,
etc.) Do not be tempted to treat the economy as a single entity – be more
sophisticated and break it into constituent components. Also, avoid the chronological
‘story-telling’ approach and do not treat each Five-Year Plan as an individual entity,
or in a silo. We are looking for ‘transformation’ (or not!) over an extended period of
time.
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Mechanics of a Question

Key Point with Change / Transformation Qs: You can measure the degree of change in
each section by comparing the situation at the start and end …
Year
1928
1953

Factors to Measure
Situation at the end of the NEP
Situation in 1953

Questions to ask
 What are the differences / changes?
 To what extent can any differences /
changes be classified as
‘transformational’?
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Note: You could go for an ‘argue’ vs. ‘counter argue’ format here, too. Below is just one
suggestion.

Section
Intro

Factor
One

Requirements
Clear definition of the issue – Five-Year
Plans & transformation.
Focus on transformation / change over the
entire period (outline chronological
summary).
Judgement on the question (which factor
changed the most & was the change
‘transformational’ overall)



Introduce factor that experienced the
greatest change & judge the degree of
change it experienced.
 Use the PEEKL format.
P = Make your Point
E = Give at least two precise pieces of evidence
to support it.
E = Explain the point in relation to the question
to establish an argument. Perhaps balance /
nuance / temper the point that you are
making by considering contrasting opinions
or counter-arguing.
K = Keep to the question by explicitly referring
back to it – mini judgement.
L = Link to your next point.

Factor Two



Factor Three




Factor Four




Judgement







Introduce factor that experienced the
second greatest change & judge the degree
of change it experienced.
PEEKL as above
Introduce factor that experienced the third
greatest change & judge the degree of
change it experienced.
PEEKL as above
Introduce factor that experienced the
fourth greatest change & judge the degree
of change it experienced.
PEEKL as above
Must be consistent with the balance of the
essay.
Give an overall judgement on the extent to
which the Five-Year Plans had ‘transformed’
the economy by 1953, applying your
definition of the term.
Judge which aspect of the economy
changed the most / least.

Sentence / Paragraph Starters
Between 1928 and 1953, the Five-Year Plans …
In this context, the term transformation refers to …
The Five-Year Plans had transformed the economy by 1953 to X
extent, with (section X) being the area of the economy that most
warrants the use of this term. Other sectors / areas such as X …
(give mini-judgement) LEXICOGRAMMATICAL CHUNKS?
X had brought change to a small / large extent by 1953 because …
X experienced a significant / limited degree of change during the
period 1928 to 1953 because …
In 1928, X was … by 1953, X was … Furthermore … Moreover …
The result of this was …
This caused …
The impact of this was …
This therefore suggests that …
This is further supported by …
This subsequently meant that X changed / transformed to a large /
small extent as in 1928 it … but by 1953 …
LEXICOGRAMMATICAL CHUNKS
The Five-Year Plans has ‘transformed’ (area x) to a large / certain /
small extent because … moreover …
As above

As above

As above

Overall, the Five-Year Plans had ‘transformed’ the economy to a X
extent by 1953, due to the fact that …
The element of the economy which experienced the greatest
degree of change / transformation under the Five-Year Plans by
1953 was … because … moreover … X warrants the use of the term
‘transformed’ because …
The element of the economy to which the term ‘transformation’ is
least applicable is / was … because …
Overall, the Five-Year Plans had ‘transformed’ the economy by 1953
to a large / small / certain extent as … because … however, …
LEXICOGRAMMATICAL CHUNKS!
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AS Success Criteria
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